THE HOGUE FULL-LENGTH ALUMINUM BED BLOCK STOCK
FOR BOLT ACTION RIFLES
Henderson, NV – Hogue Inc, America’s premier manufacturer of firearm grips, has manufactured the finest
after-market rifle stocks for three decades. But, they’ve got a secret finally coming out of the bag! “Our
aluminum pillar bed rifle stocks are very popular due to their quality and consumer-friendly price range,
but many shooters are not even aware of our superior line of stocks: the Hogue full-length bed block
stock,” explained Hogue owner and stock designer Pat Hogue. “This bolt action rifle stock is quite simply
the best option available to replace your factory stock.”
The quality of the stock is apparent once inspected, and the point is driven home once the trigger is
pulled. The secret lies with the molded-in precision CNC machined 7075-T6 aircraft aluminum block that
completely surrounds the action and extends into the forend. This full-length block absolutely guarantees
the ultimate in accuracy potential by providing rock-solid stability over the full length of the stock. “The
full-length aluminum bed block which free floats the barrel yet creates a rigid barrel end results in a
consistent point of impact that is unmatched,” said Hogue.
Hogue’s mastery of molding has created a process that causes the aluminum bedding to interlock with the
polymer frame resulting in a mechanical bond instead of the traditional adhesive bond found on other
stocks which begins to fracture over prolonged use. This stock is built so solid that when independently
tested, it was the only stock that retained zero movement after a 30 foot drop test! Surprisingly, even with
the solid build, Hogue’s full-length bed block stocks weigh-in lighter than competitor stocks.
Along with enhanced accuracy potential, the stock contains all the usual popular Hogue features: they are
OverMolded® with a durable, soft synthetic rubber with Hogue’s unique Cobblestone™ texture; are
equipped with two QD sling studs; and they sport the Hogue recoil pad which provides outstanding recoil
control and shooting comfort.
Hogue offers models available for Mauser, Winchester, Remington, Savage, Ruger, Howa and Weatherby
rifles and in Black, OD Green, Ghillie® Green or Ghillie Earth colored options. MSRP for the full-length bed
block stocks in Black is $259.95 while colors are priced at $269.95 MSRP.
Hogue products are manufactured in family-owned and operated facilities under the direct supervision of
the Hogue family. Hogue, Inc supports local dealers and encourages customers to purchase Hogue
products locally. For more information please call Hogue directly at 1-800-438-4747 or visit
www.hogueinc.com to find a Hogue dealer near you.
Follow Hogue Inc on social media!
• www.facebook.com/hogueinc
• www.instagram.com/hogueinc
• www.twitter.com/hogueusa
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Hogue Bolt Action Rifle Stocks
are Available in Two Options:

Full-Length Aluminum Bed Block Advantages:
The rigidity of the stock free ﬂoats the barrel which
provides maximum accuracy.
The aluminum bedding interlocks with the polymer frame
which results in a mechanical bonding instead of an
adhesive bond which fractures over prolonged use.

Hogue recoil pad
provides outstanding
recoil control and
shooting comfort

Equipped with two
QD Sling Studs

Aluminum Pillar Bedding:
Premium aluminum completely surrounds action area and
eliminates action binding.
The aluminum bedding surface ﬁxes deviations in the riﬂe
or stock and provides the optimal surface for glass
bedding.
Independently tested and was the only stock that retained
zero movement after a 30 foot drop.
Economical in comparison to composite stocks.

OverMolded® with a Cobblestone™ texture
durable, soft synthetic provides an efficient
elastomer (rubber)
non-slip, non-irritating
stippling pattern

Full-length bed block CNC machined
7075-T6 aircraft
molded directly into
aluminum block
the stock

MODELS AVAILABLE FOR:
• Mauser
• Ruger
• Winchester
• Howa
• Remington
• Weatherby
• Savage
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Hogue centerfire bolt action stocks come standard with aluminum pillar
bedding inserted in the stock at critical action mounting bolt locations.
Pillar bed stocks weigh approximately 2 lbs., 10 oz.

Full-Length Bedding Block:

For the ultimate in accuracy potential a precision machined, full-length
bedding block is molded directly into the stock.
Full-length bed block stocks weigh approximately 2 lbs,. 15 oz.

Provides rock-solid
stability over the full
length of the stock

Designed to free float Rigidity of the barrel
end holds the point of
the barrel for
impact
maximum accuracy

Black Models: $259.95 MSRP
Color Models: $269.95 MSRP

BLACK

OD GREEN

GHILLIE®
GREEN

GHILLIE
EARTH

